We study the applicability of spiking neural networks and neuromorphic hardware for solving general optimization problems without the use of adaptive training or learning algorithms. We leverage the dynamics of Hopfield networks and spin-glass systems to construct a fully connected spiking neural system to generate synchronous spike responses indicative of the underlying community structure in an undirected, unweighted graph. Mapping this fully connected system to current generation neuromorphic hardware is done by embedding sparse tree graphs to generate only the leading-order spiking dynamics. We demonstrate that for a chosen set of benchmark graphs, the spike responses generated on a current generation neuromorphic processor can improve the stability of graph partitions and non-overlapping communities can be identified even with the loss of higher-order spiking behavior if the graphs are sufficiently dense. For sparse graphs, the loss of higher-order spiking behavior improves the stability of certain graph partitions but does not retrieve the known community memberships.
INTRODUCTION
IBM's TrueNorth Synaptic Processor offers a platform to execute deep learning tasks with high efficiency and low power consumption (Merolla et al. 2014 ) using event-based computation. This requires new algorithmic design and the adaptation of backpropagation (Esser et al. 2015) and 40:2 K. E. Hamilton et al.
Gibbs sampling (Das et al. 2015) have aided the deployment of convolutional neural networks (Esser et al. 2016 ) and restricted Boltzmann machines (Pedroni et al. 2016 ) on the TrueNorth system.
We have recently developed an approach to spiking neural network design that we applied to the graphical problem of community detection. This problem does not generate large sets of training data, and it may not be possible to extract features from one instance for use on a different instance. The problem of community detection can be cast as a graph partitioning problem, which Hopfield networks (Hopfield 1982) can be used to solve (Hertz et al. 1991) . Hopfield networks are a class of recurrent neural networks that have been used to solve many kinds of optimization problems and pattern retrieval tasks (Hopfield and Tank 1985) but do not have any hidden variables. Additionally, the Hopfield network parameters may be set through heuristics (e.g., Hebbian learning rules) rather than an adaptive learning process.
This article describes a hardware implementation of research described in References (Hamilton et al. 2017; Hamilton and Humble 2018) . We summarize our previous results thusly: In Hamilton et al. (2017) , we established that a mapping can be made from an undirected graph to a fully connected spiking neural system that can be driven by external current to generate spiking responses that can identify individual communities using a Hamming distance-based metric; in Hamilton and Humble (2018) , spiking neural systems can be incorporated into larger community detection workflows, such as label propagation. In these two previous works, we have relied on numerical simulation of spiking neuron dynamics to generate the spiking neuron responses.
In this article, we aim to execute the spiking label propagation algorithm from Hamilton and Humble (2018) using IBM's TrueNorth to generate the spiking neuron output. The spiking neuron networks embedded onto the neuromorphic processor to generate spiking output differs significantly from the spiking neuron systems we have previously studied with numerical simulation. We do not embed fully connected systems of spiking neurons on TrueNorth; instead, we embed disconnected subtrees of neurons extracted from the original graph. This article presents results that show how the sparsity of the embedding affects the ability to detect communities in random benchmark graphs.
Our approach to label propagation relies on a Hamming metric that has previously been used to identify similar spike trains (Humphries 2011). Incorporating spikes into a larger label propagation workflow is dependent on the linear separability of this Hamming metric. This article is organized as follows: We first review the dynamics of fully connected, spin-glass spiking neural systems. By highlighting the dominant spiking responses, we then show how these fully connected systems are sparsely mapped into a neuromorphic system with discrete dynamics. We determine how sparse embedding of an undirected graph onto current generation neuromorphic hardware affects the generated firing patterns and the linear separability of the Hamming metric. We then use the output generated on TrueNorth in the spiking label propagation algorithm designed in Hamilton and Humble (2018) and summarized in Algorithm 1.
SPIN-GLASS SPIKING NEURAL NETWORK CONSTRUCTION

Definitions
Our method identifies groups of strongly connected vertices in undirected, unweighted graphs G = G(V , E). These graphs do not contain self-loops, multiple edges, or weighted edges and are fully defined using a vertex set V (G) = {v i } and a set of symmetric edges (E (G) = {e i j }, e i j = e ji = (v i , v j )). In this article, we focus on identifying communities with respect to a set of known labels. The benchmark graphs used in this article (see Table 1 ) are generated with a fixed number of communities and each vertex is assigned membership to only one community.
In a previous article (Hamilton and Humble 2018) , we defined these systems of spiking neurons as "spin-glass spiking neural networks" (SGSNNs) These are edge-weighted networks S = S(N ,W , s W ); using a neuron set (N = {n}), a set of symmetric connections (W = {w i j }, w i j = w ji = (n i , n j )) called synapses. Associated with each synapse is an edge weight (s w ) that may be positive or negative, and self-connections (w ii = (n i , n i ) W ) are not allowed. The spiking dynamics generated by the positive and negative synaptic connections is analogous to the dynamics of a spin-glass that can exhibit strong local correlations that do not propagate globally throughout the entire system. Likewise, in a SGSNN the spiking response to an external current can generate local spiking behavior without spreading to all neurons.
Spiking Behavior
For community detection, it is necessary to generate localized spiking output that can be attributed to a driven neuron. Specifically, we want to identify which neurons fire in response to an individual neuron firing at a uniform rate (f 0 ). Our identification of a community assumes that neurons in the same community will exhibit similar spiking behavior as all neurons in a system are driven, individually. Similarly to the well-known phrase in Hebbian learning "neurons that fire together, wire together" (Lowel and Singer 1992) , we build our community detection methods assuming "neurons wired together, fire together."
Using steplike external currents, we can generate uniform spiking from individual neurons. These spikes will have an excitatory effect on neurons connected by a positive synapse and an inhibitory effect on neurons connected by a negative synapse. Additionally, as positive weighted spikes arrive at a neuron, that neuron can be driven above its firing threshold, causing further spiking. For a SGSNN we identify four unique spike responses:
Driven spiking. I (t ) = I ext is the constant external current applied to a neuron through a square pulse current. This causes a neuron to fire at a uniform rate f 0 that is dependent on the height of the square pulse, the time constant τ and the duration of the pulse t A . This spiking response is shown in Figure 1(b) . Response spiking. I (t ) = t f s w δ (t − t f ), spikes arriving at a neuron change the neuron's membrane potential by ΔV = s w . If a neuron is directly connected to a driven neuron, then s w > 0 and spikes arriving can eventually cause a neuron, not being driven by external current, to fire a spike. This response is shown in Figure 1(c) . Inhibited spiking. I (t ) = t f s w δ (t − t f ), but if a neuron is not directly connected to a driven neuron, then s w < 0 and spikes arriving will depress the membrane potential of a neuron, preventing it from firing a spike. This response is shown in Figure 1 
(d).
Higher-order spiking. If multiple length-2 paths exist between a driven neuron and a nonadjacent neuron, then the arrival of response spikes can offset the potential depression caused by inhibitory driving spikes. This response is shown in Figure 1 (e).
NEUROMORPHIC EMBEDDING
When mapping a SNN to IBM's TrueNorth, we minimize the number of neurons and synapses used and avoid embedding a fully connected spin-glass system. Returning to the spiking dynamics of a spin-glass spiking neuron system, we embed disconnected subtrees of the original graph that then are used to generate the driven and response spiking behavior described in Description 2.2. This is achieved using short, disconnected subtrees formed by a root vertex v 0 and its neighbors {v i :
Mapped to a set of neurons, the tree T (n 0 ) has D + 1 neurons and D synapses with the same (positive) weight s w = 1 (see Figure 2 ), where D is the degree of the vertex v 0 .
In Figure 3 , the difference between two spike rasters generated for the same 50 vertex graph are shown. The sparse tree-based embedding is able to replicate the leading-order firing dynamics of the spin-glass SNN. In addition to the reduction of network density, there are a number of Fig. 1 . The four classes of spiking behavior for simulated neuron dynamics of a fully connected SGSNN. A simple graph on seven vertices that is not fully connected is shown in (a). When mapped to a fully connected SNN (not shown), a square pulse external current is applied to a single neuron (red, pentagon) causing it to fire spikes at a fixed rate (b) and the remaining neurons of the graph exhibit one of three possible spike responses ((c)-(e)). The nearest neighbors (grey, square) will only receive positively weighted spikes and will eventually spike (c). A neuron that is disconnected from the driven neuron (black, triangle) and additionally has few length-2 paths connecting to the driven neuron will receive negatively weighted spikes from the driven neuron, slightly offset by positively weighted spikes arriving from any neighbors. However, the arrival of the positively weighted spikes are insufficient to cause this neuron to spike (d). A neuron that is disconnected from the driven neuron (grey, circle) but has many length-2 paths connecting it to the driven neuron will receive negative weighted spikes from the driven neuron, but the positive weighted spikes from nearest-neighbor neurons can strongly offset the inhibitory effects and this neuron will eventually spike (e). The spike raster generated with a fully connected, spin-glass system and simulating the spiking neuron equations of motion using the Python library Brian2. (Right) The spike raster built from TrueNorth spiking output generated using the sparse, tree embedding. The ovals highlight where neurons do not fire due to the lack of support for higher-order spike responses.
simplifications that are possible using the tree-based embedding. The lack of any higher-order spiking behavior, or inhibitory spiking behavior also allows for a simpler neuron model. Each leaky integrate and fire neuron is defined only by its firing threshold v th . In contrast to the SGSNN construction, the sparse hardware embedding using heterogeneous parameters. Each subtree is embedded as a chain of tonic spiking neurons (Cassidy et al. 2013) . The root of the subtree has a unit firing threshold α 0 = 1 so that any spike it receives it immediately fires. All neighboring vertices have a firing threshold α i = 2 so that two spikes must arrive from the root of the subtree before any of the remaining neurons fire.
Spiking output is generated in the SGSNN construction by applying a steplike external current to a single neuron and recording the output of all neurons that spike (including the driven neuron). To clearly distinguish that neurons are firing in response to a specific driven neuron, the time gap between subsequent pulses has to be long enough to allow any incurred potential changes to decay away. On TrueNorth, spiking output is generated by feeding a discrete set of spikes (spaced at 1 ms intervals) to the root neuron of an embedded subtree, and recording the spiking output of all neurons in the subtree (including the root neuron). The output generated on TrueNorth is made by successive calls to the hardware, with each call embedding a single subtree and recording all spike output. Each call is independent and it is not possible for the spiking output from tree T (n i ) to affect the spiking output of tree T (n i+1 ). Thus the spiking output from TrueNorth can be generated with a much shorter gap between each effective "driven" neuron.
IDENTIFYING KNOWN COMMUNITIES
We measure the performance of spiking label propagation using a set of benchmark graphs each 128 vertices and known communities (see Table 1 ). We compare the results from TrueNorth to a set of numerical simulations of SGSNN systems. Using the Python library Brian2 (Goodman and Brette 2008) , the numerical simulations constructed fully connected spiking neurons systems and solved for the spiking dynamics by integrating the system of equations for leaky-integrate and fire 
neurons:
The systems were constructed with the following neuron parameters:
, and synaptic weight amplitude |s w | = 0.75V. In Equation (2) a unit resistance term R = 1Ω is included. The steplike pulse sequence consists of 128 homogeneous steplike pulses with shape parameters: β = 50.0s −1 , A MAX = 12.0V, t pulse = 200ms, and each pulse start was separated by 400ms, resulting in a gap between subsequent pulses of 200ms. During steplike pulse driving a neuron would fire a total of 10 spikes with frequency δ 1 ≈ 0.21ms. In response, its nearest neighbors will fire a total of 10/2 = 5 spikes with frequency δ 2 ≈ 0.42ms.
The numerical simulations used low-order integration methods that led to slight variations in the firing rate, but the total number of spikes fired was not affected. Analogous to randomizing the vertex set in the algorithm of Raghavan et al. (2007) we randomize the order in which neurons are driven. On TrueNorth, each embedded subtree was given an input of n spikes, with a gap of 1ms between each subtree output. The root neuron outputs all n input spikes, and any neighboring neuron will output n/2 spikes. The neurons are also driven in a random sequence; however, the sequence used for the TrueNorth experiments was not the same as the sequence used to generate the Brian2 output.
Once the spiking output is generated (either through numerical simulation or on TrueNorth), the spike trains are decoded into binary vectors. Decoding a spike train s i is done by fixing a time window width Δt, and constructing a L-length vector x i where the kth entry x 
SPIKING LABEL PROPAGATION
The label propagation algorithm (Raghavan et al. 2007 ) assigns a label to a graph vertex that agrees with the majority of neighboring vertices' labels. In spiking label propagation, the label of a randomly chosen source neuron is assigned to all neurons that have similar spike trains (see Algorithm 1). The efficacy of the spiking label propagation is dependent on the linear separability of the Hamming metric,
and it quantifies the similarity between two spike trains after they have been decoded into binary vectors. ALGORITHM 1: Spiking label propagation Input: Set of {x i } binary decoded spike trains, decoded from a spike raster using fixed time window width Δt. Output: The neuron set with labels assigned. UntestedNeurons={N (S)}; {y i } = {0, . . . , 127};
# initialize all neurons with a unique label threshold = h 0 ; # fix the Hamming metric similarity threshold repeat n 0 = RandomChoice(UntestedNeurons); # randomly choose a neuron as a source for each neuron n j in N (S) with H (x 0 , x j ) ≥ h 0 do y j = y i ; # apply source label to all similar neurons end UntestedNeurons={N (S)} − {n 0 }; until UntestedNeurons = ∅; Spiking label propagation is most effective when the Hamming distance metric can be used to identify individual communities from the remainder of the graph. In Figures 4 and 5 the mean Hamming distance measure is plotted from spikes generated on TrueNorth, for graph instance G D and any neuron chosen in Community 1. A time window of width Δt = 2ms is large enough to contain two spikes fired by the root neuron and one spike fired from neighboring neurons. This maximizes the similarity between all neurons in the embedded subtree. The Hamming metric measured between any two neurons in Community 1 is linearly separable from the Hamming metric measured between any neuron in Community 1 to any neuron in Communities 2, 3, or 4.
We generated spikes on TrueNorth by inputting a set of nine spikes to each root neuron, and there is a gap of 1ms between the responses from separate trees. Thus, all spike responses that can 40:8 K. E. Hamilton et al. be attributed to a single root neuron will be contained within a time window of Δt = 10ms. If the time window is increased above this size, then the responses from multiple subtrees are decoded into identical binary vectors. A time window of width Δt = 30ms results in binary vectors that cannot reliably distinguish individual communities.
Once the spiking output is generated on TrueNorth, its spike trains are decoded and passed into the label propagation algorithm. Each graph vertex is initialized with a unique label {y (I ) i } = {0 . . . 127}. This set converges to a final set of labels {y (F ) } that identify communities according to the Hamming metric. In Figure 6 , the number of unique labels in the final neuron label set is plotted as a function of the Hamming metric h 0 . All graphs have two trivial solutions: {y
If the Hamming metric is fixed at a low value (e.g., h 0 ≈ 0.75), then all neurons are considered similar and the label set converges to a single label y . However, if the Hamming metric is fixed at a high value (e.g., h 0 ≈ 0.99), then no two neurons are similar and the label set does not diverge from the original values, and each neuron remains with a unique label (see Figure 7) .
Depending on the connectivity of the graph, a range of h 0 values may exist for which {y (I ) } will converge to a non-trivial set of labels. We have observed this for the benchmark graphs G B , G C , and G D : values of h 0 that result in a final label set with Q unique labels, where Q is the known number of communities (see Figure 8) . In addition to finding the correct number of communities, these labels correctly return the known community memberships (see Figure 9) . We use the variance of information (Meilă 2007) to measure similarities between label sets. The variance of information between two equivalent label sets is zero.
DISCUSSION
The spike output generated on TrueNorth improves the stability of non-trivial solutions, seen in the increase in the range of h 0 values over which |{y (F ) i }| = Q (which we refer to as a "plateau"). In Hamilton and Humble (2018) , we noted that the stability of a non-trivial solution could be The convergence of a label set to trivial solutions for graph instance G C , and spikes generated on TrueNorth. If the Hamming metric threshold is set too low (h 0 = 0.82), then the initial set of 128 labels converges to a single label and all vertices are contained in the same community. If the Hamming metric threshold is set too high (h 0 = 0.95), then few labels propagate across the system and most graph communities would just contain a single vertex.
improved by increasing the width of the driving pulse, causing a neuron to fire more spikes. After binary decoding, the resulting vectors {x i } will have a higher number of non-zero entries, which increases the Hamming distance between dissimilar spike trains. In Figure 6 , the size of the final label sets for 4 graph instances, using spikes generated by numerical simulation or by generation on TrueNorth. Both systems generate comparable number of spikes when a neuron is driven (or for TrueNorth, reads in a set of spikes). The pulse width t A = 200ms causes driven neurons to fire 10 spikes, and on TrueNorth each root neuron reads in a set of 9 spikes.
To generate Figure 10 we ran several numerical simulations with increasing values of t A , while keeping the gap between pulses fixed at 200ms. For each pulse width a full spike raster was generated and decoded and then label propagation was run on the decoded output. The width of the plateau corresponds to the difference between the maximum and minimum values of h 0 for which the label set converged to a non-trivial set equal to the known number of communities. This increased the number of nonzero entries in the resulting binary vectors, while keeping the number of zero entries constant. By increasing the nonzero entries in the decoded spike trains, we can increase the Hamming distance between dissimilar spike responses. Alternatively, the Hamming distance between similar spike trains could be minimized by varying the time window Δt or using an alternative decoding method. In Humphries (2011), it was shown that using a "binless" decoding of spike trains rather than time discretized decoding led to a more robust community identification in noisy spike trains.
We compared the convergence behavior between the numerical simulations and the TrueNorth results based on a simple linear fit of the plateau widths as a function of driving pulse width. We extrapolate that it would be possible to generate similar convergence behavior and non-trivial solution stability between numerical simulation and the results generated using TrueNorth (see Figure 10 ) if the pulse width was increased to t A = 1628ms. In contrast, the results from TrueNorth could be obtained from an effectively driven neuron firing only 9 spikes to its neighbors, while comparable results obtained through numerical simulation would require a driven neuron to fire approximately 1628/21 = 78 spikes.
For the benchmark graph set, the spiking label propagation method was able to return the known community memberships and improved the stability of non-trivial solutions, except for graph instance G A . For this graph instance, neither the simulated system or the system deployed on TrueNorth converged to a non-trivial label set of size |{y (F ) i }| = 16, though the TrueNorth results showed an increase in the plateau width at |{y (F ) i }| = 12. Graph instance G A is unique in that the spike response generated by a fully connected SNN is the closest to the spike response generated by the TrueNorth embedding. On G A multiple length-2 paths between vertices are not as prevalent as on the other benchmark graphs, and there are few neurons that generate the higherorder spiking behavior shown in Figure 1(e) .
We believe this underperformance is correlated to the small size of the spike response and emphasizes the necessity of higher-order spike responses for identifying communities. While determining the optimal size of the localized spike response is still an open question, our label propagation method is dependent on localized spike responses that significantly overlap for neurons in the same community.
To further increase the size of spike responses, it will be necessary to embed larger subgraphs into TrueNorth. While some inhibitory synapses will need to be used, the embedding should not be fully connected. For sparse graphs or communities mapped a fully connected spiking neuron systems, it is possible that a high density of inhibitory synapses will overly restrict the spike response and lead to spike responses that do not significantly overlap for neurons in the same community. Future work is needed to determine the optimal size of a subgraph to embed onto TrueNorth.
CONCLUSIONS
This article is the third in a series of articles that detail how a graphical problem (community detection) can be solved using spiking neurons and neuromorphic systems. In previous articles (Hamilton et al. 2017; Hamilton and Humble 2018) , we focused on three areas: how an undirected graph can be mapped to a fully connected system of spiking neurons; how a characteristic set of spiking outputs can be generated; and, finally, how these spiking outputs can be incorporated into label propagation. In this article, we have discussed the same three areas with respect to deployment on IBM's TrueNorth processor. By focusing on replicating leading-order spiking responses, a fully connected SGSNN system is effectively mapped to the hardware is with a set of disconnected subtrees of radius 1. The label propagation algorithm is not altered, but the spiking output is fundamentally affected by reducing the complexity of the spiking responses that can be generated. For the benchmark graphs studied in this article (and comparing to the results in Hamilton and Humble (2018) ), we have shown that the Hamming metric remains linearly separable under appropriate binary decoding parameters and for densely connected graphs. We present these results as preliminary studies showing that spiking neuron networks can be incorporated into algorithms for graphical optimization problems.
This work has constructed a spiking implementation of community detection for deployment on neuromoprhic hardware using a set of homogeneous subtree embeddings with static parameters. Focusing on proof-of-concept, we have chosen to deploy our method on modest sized networks of 128 vertices. The close relationship between Hopfield networks, label propagation, and general q-state Potts models has led to the development of spin-glass based community detection methods with heterogeneous weighted edge sets Nussinov 2009, 2010) , which have been deployed on networks with up to 10 6 vertices. Future work will focus on introducing heterogeneity into the general SGSNN model, and on embedding larger subgraphs onto TrueNorth to improve the resolution of spiking label propagation.
